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Hadih, and welcome to our story. The Eagle Feather Story is about learning to live 

your life with honesty and integrity. Indigenous stories are part of an ancient 

oral tradition and are used by elders and teachers to instruct their own young ones. 

The values in these wonderful stories and teachings are perhaps more relevant now 

than ever. 

The Eagle Feather Story is told by Francois (Guy) Prince. Francois is of The Dakelh 

People and a life long resident of Nak’azdli Whut’en, a non-treaty First Nation

located adjacent to Fort St. James, BC. 

Francois is an educator, storyteller, and fluent speaker of The Dakelh Language. 

Francois is very involved in teaching the culture within his community and is also 

committed to helping us all learn to live well and properly with each other and 

Mother Earth. Mussi (thank you) for hearing our story.

We encourage everyone to travel to Dakelh territory to visit and learn from

The Dakelh Peoples.... You will be welcomed

This story is ideally accompanied by Volume 5 of The 4Canoes

Series, The Dakelh, The People Who Travel On The Water. 



Click on the audio 

symbols to hear the 

song and the narration 

throughout the book



Mussi (thank you) for your interest in The Dakelh Peoples. Our beautiful culture is thousands of 

years old and our stories have been handed down through the generations. Dakelh People have 

stories that are used to teach our children the important things in life. These stories are told in the spo-

ken word. This is our oral storytelling tradition and is as old as our culture. The values of our stories are 

as important as when our ancestors first told them to their young ones those many millennia ago.  

 

The Dakelh People and many other Indigenous Peoples hold the eagle sacred in their culture. 

You may see eagle feathers in our ceremonies and dances. The person who has that feather has 

shown themselves to be worthy. They have earned their feather. The Eagle Feather Story is a 

Dakelh Peoples story about how an eagle feather is earned and the traits that are valued and 

respected in those people who have earned an eagle feather. This is a story of learning to  

respect people who live their lives well and properly, and with integrity and caring for the land  

and each other. 

 

The graphics in this book combine illustrations (the painting of the Pit House is of a real Pit 

House in our community) and actual pictures from our territory. The trees by the caribou are

in our territory. The tree in front of the beaver was chewed by beavers. The frog and lily-pads,  

hummingbird, butterfly, mushrooms, swimming beaver, and the eagle in the tree all live among us. 

Their songs and lives enrich us all. 



Dakelh Territory

The Dakelh Peoples have lived in  

their territory since time immemorial. 

The Eagle Feather Song



The Dakelh People ... 

                                                  A brief biography

Dakelh territory is in the north-central interior  

of what is now known as British Columbia, 

Canada and bordered to the east by the Rocky 

Mountains. The many passes through the Rockies 

lead to Dakelh territory, so the Dakelh were the 

gatekeepers for all who came from the east,  

westerly through their territory to the Pacific.  

The mighty Fraser river dominates the landscape. 

The Dakelh Peoples have been in this region since 

time immemorial. 

 

Dakelh lands are covered in dense, sub-boreal 

forests with many lakes and rivers. The Dakelh  

Peoples are known as “The People Who Travel on 

Water” and for good reason. These rivers drain 

toward the Pacific. The Dakelh canoe is a dugout 

canoe and is sturdy enough for the fast-moving 

rivers; yet stable enough for the lakes that dot 

the region.  

 

The Dakelh are hunters and gatherers. Harvest 

time is focused around the summer and fall. The 

Dakelh diet is a very healthy mix of fish, berries, 

meat from moose, caribou, and wildfowl. The  

Dakelh Peoples have great knowledge of the 

plants in their territory. This traditional knowledge 

served The Dakelh well and provided seasonings 

as well as all the medicines needed for the 

entire community. 

 

Experts in conservation, The Dakelh manage 

their territory to ensure that all flora and fauna 

are secure in number. Harvesting considers the 

environment as a whole and connected circle. 

The Dakelh Peoples lived in well-defined sections 

within their territory called Keyohs. Each Keyoh 

supported multiple families. The Dakelh culture is 

matrilineal. This means that lineage followed the 

female descents. When a man married, he moved 

to his wife’s mother’s Keyoh. These territories were 

respected by all.  

 

The Dakelh Peoples are Athabaskan speakers.  

The language is very pleasant sounding. The  

Navajo and Apache Peoples in the South-West 

United States speak a very similar dialect. Many 

consider that these southerly Peoples left the 

Athabaskan region long ago, traveled south and 

became separate Nations. The Dakelh songs are 

beautiful in beat and melody and are often about 

the culture and the land.  

 

When settlers arrived in the late 1700s and early 

1800s the Dakelh language was discouraged, as 

was the practice of the very vibrant and civil  

Dakelh culture. Potlatches (the sharing of food  

and goods) was made illegal. Fortunately, the  

culture is again vibrant and strong and the  

language is experiencing a renaissance.  

 

The Dakelh Peoples traded fish oil with other  

Indigenous Nations. This valuable commodity  

was traded by The Dakelh People from what is  

now known as The Yukon to the Pacific, souther-

ly to California, and easterly to Alberta. The fish 

oil was carried over a well-defined series of trails. 

These trails followed the mountain passes and 

plateaus. These trails are known even today as the 

grease trails because they were created to allow for 

the trade of fish oil.



The Eagle Feather Story written in Indigenous Dakelh (Carrier) 

Syllabics are sounds forming the nucleus of a syllable. It is a way to write and learn the 

sounds of a language. Indigenous cultures were oral cultures meaning that they spoke 

fluently but did not have a writing system for their language. 

Dakelh (Carrier syllabics) ᑐᑊᘁᗕᑋᗸ, D lk' ahke, (Dulkw'ahke) meaning toad feet) is a 

script created by Adrien-Gabriel Morice for the Dakelh language in the late 1800s. 

Since that time, the Dakelh People have created a phonetic translation of their  

language which appears with the English wording in the story. 

ᐉᘯᑋ  ᙌᐣ  ᙥᗭᑊᘓᐣ  ᑐᙝᐣ  ᙄᑋ  ᙐᑋᘒᐣ  
˙ᐈᐪ ᑔ ᐸ ᐣᘛᐣ ᙒᐣᘒᐣ? ᐅᒡᗱᐠ ᐁᑐᒡᗷᐪ ᙥᗭᑊᘓᐣ  
ᘇᙐᔆᘬ ˙ᐉᐣᗾᙆ ᘇᘆᔆᙂᑊ ᘇᑐᗠᔆᗳ ᐅᐣ ᐸᐉᗞᔆ ˙ᐈᐣ, ᘆ ᙥᗭᑊᘓᐣ ᐅᒡᗱᐠ ᘆ, ᙪ ᐸᑔᗧᐉ 
˙ᐃᐣ˙ᐊᐪ  
ᐣᘔ ᑐᙝᐣ ᐃᐣᑎ ˙ᐈᐪ ᘧ ᘇᘂᑊᗴᔆ  
ᙥᗭᑊᘓᐣ ᘆ, ᐣᙪ ᘧ ᐯᐣᗣᑋ?  
ᐅᒡᗱᐠ ᗘᘆᒡᗞᐣ  
ᙥᗭᑊᘓᐣ ᘇᘆᑊᗏᙆ ᗾ ᑐᙩᐣ ᗧ ᘇᐳᘐᒡᘇ  
ᐉᘯ ᐣᙩᐣ ᗧ ᐅᒡᗱᐠ ᐉᒡᙛᐪ  
ᐅᒡᗱᐠ ᐯᐣᗦ˙ ˙ᐉᐣᗾᙆ ᗘᘇᘛ  
˙ᐈᐪ ᗘᙌᑋ ᘆᒡ˙ᐈᐣ  
ᗘᙌᑋ ᘎᑐᒡᗷᐪ, ˙ᐈᐪ ᑔᐸ ᐯᐣᗦ˙  
ᙥᗭᑊᘓᐣ ᐁᗧ ᐉᘯ ᐉᒡᙛᐪ  
ᗘᙌᑋ ᘆ, ᐉᘯ ᔆᗏᐁᐣ˙ᐊᒡ ᘆᐣᙂᐣ?  
ᗠᘧᑋ, ᐣᘐᐣᘝᑋ ᐁᑔᒡᗷᐪ  
ᗘᙌᑋ ᙥᗭᑊᘓᐣ ᙩᗙᐉᐣᘓ ˙ᐉᐣᗾᙆ ᙩᐣ ᗧ ᐸ ᘎᑐᒡᗷᐪ  
ᘆᐣᑕᐉᑋ ᗟ ᗞᗫ ᐯᘄᔆᗦ˙, ᘆ ᙥᗭᑊᘓᐣ  



ᔆᗭ ᘆᐣᑕᐉᑋ ᐈᑋ?  
ᐊ, ᘄᔆᑕᐉᑋ ᐯᘄᔆᗦ˙, ᘆ ᗘᙌᑋ  
ᗘᙌᑋ ᘄᑕᐉᑋ ˙ᐉᐣᗾᙆ ᙥᗭᑊᘓᐣ ᙩᐣ ᗧ ᘇᐳᘐᒡᘇ  
ᐉᘯ ᗧ ᗘᙌᑋ ᐉᒡᙛᐪ ˙ᐉᐣᗾᙆ ᐯᘄᔆᗦ˙
ᙝᐣᗞᘲ ᘆ, ᑓ˙ ᙩᐣ ᗧ ᐸ˙ᘄᔆᙂᐣ  
ᙥᗭᑊᘓᐣ ᐁᑔᒡᗷᐪ, ᘆ ᗘᙌᑋ  
ᙝᐣᗞᘲ ᘆ, ᑓ˙ ᙩᐣ ᗧ ᐸ˙ᘄᙐᐣ  
ᙥᗭᑊᘓᐣ ᘆ, ᗠᘧ ᙩᐣ ᗧ ᘇᐳᘐᒡᘇ  
ᗴᐠ  
ᙝᐣᗞᘲ ᐳᘆᑊᘟ ˙ᐉᐣᗾᙆ ᗘᘇᘛ  
ᙝᐣᗞᘲ ᙦ ᘆᒡ˙ᐈᐣ  
ᙦ ᘆ, ᙩᐣ ᗧ ᐸ˙ᘄᔆᙂᐣ  
ᙝᐣᗞᘲ ᘆ, ᙥᗭᑊᘓᐣ ᐁᑔᒡᗷᐪ  
ᙦ ᙥᗭᑊᘓᐣ ᗙᐉᐣᘓ ˙ᐉᐣᗾᙆ ᘎᑐᒡᗷᐪ  
ᙥᗭᑊᘓᐣ ᘆ, ᗟᑋᘐᐣ ᔆᗭ ᐉᒡᙛᐪ?  
ᐊ, ᘆ ᙦ ˙ᐉᐣᗾᙆ ᗫᘆᙆᘗᐪ  
ᗡᑊ ᘯ ˙ᐉᐣᗾᙆ ᗞᗫ ᗘᑐᒡᗱᔆ, ᐊᐁᑋ ᐯᐣᘦ ᐁ˙ᐈᐣ ˙ᐊᐉᗣᑋ ˙ᐃᑋ ᘄᑔᑊᘆ ˙ᐉᐣᗾᙆ ᗟᑋᘐᐣ ᐉᒡᙛᐪ  
ᘅᘆᐣᙦᐉ ˙ᐉᐣᗾᙆ ᐸᘇᘭᐪ  
ᙝᐣᗞᘲ ᐁᑐᒡᗷᐪ ᔆᘧ ᐉᐣ˙ᐈᑋ?  
ᙦ ᗟᑋᘐᐣ ᓑᐸᘆᐣ˙ᐊᐉᑋ ˙ᐉᐣᗾᙆ ᙝᐣᗞᘲ ᗘᘇᑊᗴᐉᑋ  
ᑐᑊᘁᗕᑋ ᙥᗭᑊᘓᐣ ᙩᗙᐉᐣᘓ  
ᑐᑊᘁᗕᑋ ᘆ ᙥᗭᑊᘓᐣ, ᙝᐣᗞᘲ ᗘᘇᑊᗴᐉᑋ ˙ᐉᐣᗾᙆ ᘐᘇ ᘱ˙ᐉᐣᘦᑊ ᙦ ᙓᐉᐣᘓ ˙ᐉᐣᗾᙆ, ᐊ, ᐊᘳ 
ᐅᐪᘆ  
ᙥᗭᑊᘓᐣ ᐣᙩᐣ ᗧ ᘇᐳᘐᒡᘇ ˙ᐉᐣᗾᙆ ᑐᑊᘁᗕᑋ ᐉᘯ ᐉᒡᙛᐪ ˙ᐈᐣᙠ ᙦ ᐉᘯ ᐉᒡᙛᐪ  
ᙝᐣᗞᘲ ᗙᘆᐣᙢ ˙ᐉᐣᗾᙆ ᐁᙌ ᐣᑐᑕ
ᙥᗭᑊᘓᐣ ᙩᐣ ᗧ ᘇᐳᘐᒡᘇ ˙ᐉᐣᗾᙆ ᙝᐣᗞᘲ ᐉᘯ ᗧ ᐉᒡᙛᐪ
ᙝᐣᗞᘲ, ᗧ ᘇᘄᔆ˙ᐊᐉ ˙ᐈᐪ ᐳᐠᗕ ᐣᙌ ᐣᑐᑕ, ᘆ ᙥᗭᑊᘓᐣ
ᙦ, ᗧ ᘇᘄᔆ˙ᐊᐉ ˙ᐈᐪ ᐳᐠᗕ ᐅᘎ ᐉᐣᘦ
ᑐᑊᘁᗕᑋ, ᗧ ᘇᘄᔆ˙ᐊᐉ ˙ᐈᐪ ᐳᐠᗕ ᐊᘳ ᐅᐪᘆ





Mouse, ulhguk 





House, yoh





Caribou, whudzih Forest, chuntoh





Coyote, chuntulhi 
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Mushroom, inbin dzo





Frog, dulk’wah 









Butterfly, tsangoolht’ah





Eagle, tsibalyan 
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ᘅᙂᑊᙜ ,  ᙎᙜ  ᘅᐁᙄᒡᙬᐉ.
Nezulcho, soocho neoozilhts'ai.

ᑌᙠᙅ ᐉᘰᙨᙆᑔᑊ, ᘅᗪᒡ ᑐᘅᘅ ᐧᐉᐣᗾᙆ ᑐᑊᙜ ᘒᐣᗺ ᑔᒡᙫ
doochaza ilhunats'ozdil, nebulh dunene 'ink'ez dulcho yinka dilhts'i

ᘅᗭ ᙠ. ᗙᘆ ᗪᗭ ᘓᙆᗠᒡᑐᐠ, ᗆᐣᗠᘧ ᙫᘓᘅ ᘅᐁᙁᒡᙬᐉ.

neba cha. wheni buba yaztilhduk, ghuntila ts'iyane neoozolhts'ai.

ᐣᑕᐉ ᘧ ᗆᘆ ᗫ ᗘᐪᘆ ᘅᙢ ᑕᐧ ᘅᗭ ᐳᘑ ᘓᐉᒡᑐᐠ ᐅᙆᑔᒡᗠᐧ
ndai la ghuni be whutnih netso da' neba huye yailhduk uzdilhti'

ᗙ ᐣᑎᘓ ᗘᑔᙂᒡ ᐧᐉᐣᗾᙆ ᗆᐣᗠᘧ ᐧᐊᐣᑔᐪ ᘆᘒᒡᘅ ᘅᗆᘆ
whe ndoya whudizulh 'ink'ez ghuntila 'andit niyilhne neghuni

ᗫᘅᐉᐅᑊᙫᐪ. ᐉᗉ ᘧ ᘄᔆᑓ ᐷᒡᗞᔆ ᗙ ᐃᘓ ᘱᐳᑔᒡ. ᐊᘳ ᘒᐣᗺ
beneiults'it. igha la nusde hilhtus whe oya lhehudilh. alha yinka

ᑐᘅ ᘄᔆᑓ ᐉ ᗉ ᐳᑐᗠᘙᑋ.
dune nusde i gha hudutijih.

ᘅᙂᑊᙜ, ᐊᘳ ᐣᑔ ᘒᐣᗺ ᘅᗭ ᐉᐣᘧ ᐉ ᙫᘓᐁᑋ  ᐁᗓᙩᘥ  ᐧᐈᐪ
Nezulcho, alha ndi yinka neba inla i ts'iyaooh oowets'ule 'et

ᘅᗉᗙᘆᘇᐉ.
neghawheninai.

We gather to put words forward for the good of our people and Mother Earth and doing so, we speak for the feelings of all 

who would listen and take heed.

We sanction the wisdom of words our elders spoke, past and present. They have spoken and hopefully these words

will be implanted into the minds of our present generations of all people to encourage them toward the survival 

that is so necessary. Great Spirit, you have truly given us the responsibility to protect what you have created to 

sustain life on this earth.

You have shown us to respect the forests, rivers, lakes, mountains and all plants and wildlife so important to all people.

Great Spirit, we ask that you give us and all who speak the sanctity of wisdom from the past for encouragement to go

forward into the future. We believe that all people on earth will go further into the turmoils of the future if they listen now.

Great Spirit, grant us the wisdom to impart the concerns of the past to make a better future. We say Thank You.

ᐣᑔ  ᘐᐣᗽᐪ, ᗪᐣᗆᐣ, ᐅᗶᑋ ᗟ, ᐠᐳᐊᐉ, ᑐᗧᐉ, ᙝᐣᗝᑋ,  ᙊᒡ ᗟ,
ndi yunk’ut, bunghun, ukoh te, khunai, dut’ai, chuntoh, dzulh te,

ᙫᘓᐁᑋ    ᙩᘆᙬᙆᗡᐣ ᗘᙂᐣᐧᐊ ᘅᗭ  ᐉᐣᘧ.
ts’iyaooh, ts’units’aztan whuzun’a neba inla.

ᐊᘳ ᘒᐣᗺ  ᑔᒡᙫ  ᘅ  ᗘᙂᐣᐧᐊ   ᐅᗭ  ᐅᐱᗥᐧ
alha yinka dilhts’i ne whuzun’a uba uhot’e’

ᘅᙂᑊᙜ ᐣᙩᐱᐠᗕ ᙩᐪᘆ. ᒼᗫᘅ ᘓᗠᒡᑐᐠ ᘅ ᙫᘓᐁᑋ ᘅᗼᑋ
Nezulcho nts’uhokwa ts’utni. mbene yatilhduk ne ts’iyaooh nek’oh

ᙪ ᘅᐱᘂᑊᐧᐈᐣ ᐧᐈᐪ ᐳᗕ  ᘧ  ᘄᔆᑓ ᙫᘓᘅ ᙎ ᐶᗞᑔᒡ
ts’e nahonool’en ‘et huwa la nusde ts’iyane soo hetudilh.

ᗘᙂᐣᐧᐊ  ᐅᙆᘆᐣᙂᐣ,ᘄᔆ ᗠᑐᒡᘅ ᗞᗫ ᐯᐣᙥᐧ ᗠᘧ ᐱᘥᐧ, ᐧᐈᐪ ᐱᗕ
whuzun’a uzninzun, nus tidulhne tube hoontsi’ tila hole’, ‘et howa

ᘅᐯᙁᒡᙬᐉ.
nehoozolhts’ai.

ᐧᐈᐪ ᘅᗉᐱᐣᐧᐊᒡ ᐧᐉᐣᗾᙆ ᐣᑐᐱᘅᑋ. ᘊᙒ ᐣᙩᐪᘆ
‘et neghahon’alh ‘ink’ez nduhoneh. musi nts’utni

Great Spirit, Listen well to usᐉᘰᔆᗣᙆᑔᑊ   ᐱᗭ   ᗟᘇᙆᑐᘸ
Ilhuts’odulh hoba tenazdutli

A Dakelh Prayer For Our Time
Written by Nicholas Prince
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Thoughts For Inquisitive Minds
The Dakelh culture, like many Indigenous cultures revere the eagle. When a person has proven to be wor-

thy, The Dakelh Peoples may give an eagle feather to that person in recognition of their achievement in life.

How does your family, school, your friends and your own culture recognize when you have accomplished 

something special and worthwhile? Hint… Think about the things (even a sticker from your mom or dad 

on the fridge) you have been given when you accomplish something great! 

The beaver overcame his greatest fear to earn an eagle feather. Fears are not a bad thing and we all have 

some. Have you had to overcome a fear or concern to do better in your own life? 

The caribou have joy in their lives. They danced for joy and sharing their dance made the eagle happy and 

earned the caribou a feather. Can you think of something you do that brings joy to someone’s life?

The animals were very grateful to the eagle for giving them a feather. Do you think they were more proud 

of the feather itself or the accomplishment that earned them a feather?

The coyote did not act properly with the other animals. With guidance and friendship from the other 

animals and the eagle, the coyote learned a good life lesson earned a feather.  Do you believe that being 

forgiving and giving people another chance to learn is a good way to live your life?

Do you think that living with kindness and forgiveness is enough to earn an eagle feather for you? 

The Dakelh Peoples, (The culture that holds The Eagle Feather Story) is an ancient and beautiful culture. 

Can you name some Indigenous cultures that live close to you?

The stories told by Indigenous Peoples are often used to teach their young ones a special lesson on life.

Do you know of any stories from other cultures that help people learn and improve? 

Would you like to visit The Dakelh Peoples one day? You would be welcomed if you did.

The local Indigenous cultures to where you live all have celebrations that everyone is welcome to join. 

Do you know of any of these celebrations? Hint… they are sometimes called Pow Wows. Different cultures 

may have different names or spellings for their celebrations. There is always good food, a welcoming

attitude and wonderful dancing and crafts too. Would you like to visit a Pow Wow? 



Our Canoe Kids children’s stories often have an accompanying 4Canoes edition featuring the Peoples 
featured in children’s stories. Our larger and more extensive 4Canoes editions range from 138 to 180 
pages, with more than 200 full colour pictures and graphics from the People and community. 

Continue to learn about and from the People and beautiful cultures of Turtle Island



Come Explore With Us! 

Cultural Rights, Human Rights, Environmental Rights & Equity

Canoe Kids and 4Canoes are publications featuring original cultures from around the world. 

These stories are empowering and inspiring, and tell about living well and properly with 

each other and Mother Earth.  

 

We strive to bring an honest and authentic perspective to the pages of our children’s stories 

(Canoe Kids) and our more comprehensive editions featuring communities from specific

cultures (4Canoes). 

 

Canoe Kids features stories and teachings that have been told through the ages. These  

beautifully illustrated children’s stories teach about life and our earth. Our stories and  

4Canoes editions are for all ages. While we do focus on ancient cultures, perhaps these  

materials are more relevant and important now than ever.

The Canoe Kids & 4Canoes Journey

4canoes.com

canoekids.co
m
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Francois (Guy) Prince (above left) is a teacher of the Dakelh culture and an accomplished

storyteller, artist and singer. Guy helps carry The Eagle Feather Story to communities and 

people of the interior. Dakelh stories are respectful and teach the culture and ways to live

life well and properly.  

 

Mark Barfoot (above right) teaches the Dakelh culture both in schools and the Dakelh

community. Mark practices the culture, harvests and shares his harvest with elders and

people who do not have the opportunity to be on the land. Mark is a member of a singing 

group and is well known in the drum making community. 

 

The Eagle Feather Story utilizes concepts from the Dakelh culture to teach about respecting 

each other and our Mother Earth. The story is beautifully illustrated and features creatures 

from the Dakelh territory as characters who struggle, but eventually, learn to embody the 

characteristics and principles that we all strive to live by. The Eagle Feather Story is a tale 

that encourages all people, young and older too, to try to be the best they can be.  

The Eagle Feather Story is for all ages and includes audio narration and song.

$18.95$18.95
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